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An Indian research submarine was exploring the ocean-bed off the coast ofParson's Pygmalion Point, the southern -most tip ofI ndia. Its young Captain, Uttarna, and his crew gazed ent ranced at the strange world under water , strangely lit here and there with many-shaped coral reefs , amidst which innumerable varieties ofcolo urful fish and creatures of weird shapes flitted .

.Then a sharp order carne through.Allmovement must be halted. A naval exercise was planned.

The engines were turned off. All wasstill and waiting, Suddenly, Unarna spotted a peculiar object lying among the coral. It was smooth and of a sin~le unusual colour among the infinite varietv around It. It did not resemble any living creature. Curious. Uttarna ordered it be capturea.

The object turned out to bea big meteorite.Uttarna was delighted. He had never seen anything like it on sea or land before. Despite Its journey In space and stay In water, it had retained Its shape and colour.
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Cisco® OSPF Command and Configuration Handbook (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 2002
As one of the most predominantly deployed Interior Gateway  Protocols, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) demands a wealth of knowledge on the  part of internetworking professionals working with it on a daily basis.  Unfortunately, publicly available documentation on the OSPF command set varies  from being too thin on coverage to...
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Groovy Recipes: Greasing the Wheels of Java (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Each recipe in Groovy Recipes begins with a concise code example for a quick start, followed by in-depth explanation in plain English.  These recipes will get you to-to-speed in a Groovy environment quickly.
  You'll see how to speed up nearly every aspect of the development process using Groovy. Groovy makes mundane file management...
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Essential NeurologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A brand new edition of Essential Neurology brings the text fully up-to-date. This book is a core text for medical students and junior doctors, who want a comprehensive yet concise practical guide to clinical neurology. To make the book more readable and digestible, we have introduced colour into the text. This text provides clear explanations of...
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Game Programming with Python, Lua, and Ruby (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2003
Get ready to dive headfirst into the world of programming!  "Game Programming with Python, Lua, and Ruby" offers an in-depth look at these  three flexible languages as they relate to creating games. No matter what your  skill level as a programmer, this book provides the guidance you need. Each  language is covered in...
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Getting Started with XenDesktop 7.xPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deliver desktops and applications to your end users, anywhere, anytime, with XenDesktop®7.x


	Overview

	
		Build a complete and secure XenDesktop 7 site from the ground up.
	
		Discover how to virtualize and deliver accessible desktops and applications to your end users.
	
		Full of...
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DHTML and JavaScriptPrentice Hall, 1999
DHTML & JavaScript offers plenty of instruction on using DHTML features as implemented in Netscape's Navigator 4+ browsers. This book contains a wealth of information about style sheets and other elements of Dynamic HTML; however, readers should be forewarned that there is no mention of Microsoft Internet Explorer compatibility...
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